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A set of one-dimensional equations has been deduced in the time domain from the Maxwell-Lorentz
system with the aim of describing the free-electron laser radiation without using the slowly varying
envelope approximation (SVEA). These equations are valid even in the case of arbitrarily short electron
bunches and of current distributions with ripples on the scale of or shorter than the wavelength. Numerical
examples are presented, showing that for long homogeneous bunches the new set of equations gives
results in agreement with the SVEA free-electron laser theory and that the use of short or prebunched
electron beams leads to a decrease of the emission lethargy. Furthermore, we demonstrate that in all cases
in which the backward low frequency wave has negligible effects, these equations can be reduced to a
form similar to the usual 1D SVEA equations but with a different definition of the bunching term.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevSTAB.14.070703 PACS numbers: 41.60.Cr
I. INTRODUCTION
The usual equations describing the free-electron laser
radiation process were deduced in the framework of the
slowly varying envelope approximation (SVEA) [1–6].
This procedure requires that all the characteristic lengths
L (for instance: the pulse modulation width, the length of
the gradients, the dimension of the electron beam Lb, the
gain length LG, the cooperation length LC) are much
longer than the wavelength  of the radiation, L .
Under this hypothesis, (i) the second order wave equation
can be simplified in a first order one, (ii) the regressive
wave, resonant on a low frequency, is disregarded, and (iii)
the shorter interval of length that can be resolved is just the
wavelength . The SVEA equations, in the 1D version
[3,4,6] and in their 3D extension [5], are at the basis of
the development of several numerical codes [7–13] exten-
sively and successfully used in the projects and in the
interpretation of almost all free-electron laser (FEL) ex-
periments. Few works [14–17] reintroduced the backward
wave in the model, associating to the particle equations not
one, but a couple of radiation equations, written for two
wave packets centered, respectively, on two different
single resonances and correlated only via the electron
dynamics. Another characteristic length, the wavelength
of the second FEL resonance b  2w (w undulator
period), is in this way introduced with the further much
stringent assumption L b. The system of equations
written in Ref. [14], however, does not constitute a tool
suitable for studying the emission from short or pre-
bunched beams, because, even if it represents an extension
of the usual SVEA system, the radiation field is assumed to
be the superposition of two pulses both structured with
slowly varying amplitudes. Superradiance and coherent
spontaneous emission produced in short bunches have
been the object of the studies proposed in Refs. [18,19].
In the first paper [18], an approach in the frequency domain
is developed, while a time-domain model is presented in
the second one [19]. In both analyses, the radiation is
assumed to have a broad bandwidth around the high fre-
quency resonance, but the contribution of other parts of the
spectrum is neglected together with the second derivatives
in the radiation equation. More general theories and codes
have been then developed where the beam equations do not
contain any average on the undulator wavelength and the
fields are broadband [12] and work is continuously in
progress along this line [20]. In this paper we derive a set
of 1D FEL equations from the Maxwell-Lorentz system
without using the SVEA, which is valid for arbitrarily short
electron bunches as well as for current longitudinal distri-
butions with ripples on or under the scale of the wave-
length. No hypotheses on the bandwidth are assumed and,
therefore, the solution has components coming from
all the spectral regions. We will refer to this model as
the NOSVEA system of equations. Furthermore, we have
developed a code solving these equations. Numerical
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examples are presented, showing that for long homogene-
ous bunches the NOSVEA equations give results in agree-
ment with the usual SVEA FEL theory. We are able to
show, on the basis of this self-consistent theory, that the
radiation coming from short or prebunched electron beams
is characterized by a lethargy time shorter than that of long
bunches and that the SVEAmodel often underestimates the
saturation power. Situations where the backward wave can
play a role are presented. Finally, we demonstrate that,
under the assumption that the backward low frequency
wave is negligible, these new equations can be reduced
to the usual SVEA 1D equations, apart from the fact that
the bunching term is computed on an average length
smaller than the wavelength, thereby retrieving a model
very close to those of Refs. [19,21].
II. THE MODEL EQUATION
The following set of one-dimensional equations describ-
ing the dynamics of a beam of Np electrons in an helical
undulator and the consequent FEL radiation can be de-
duced from the Maxwell-Lorentz system:
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In (1) z is the longitudinal coordinate, t is the time, zjðtÞ
the instantaneous electron longitudinal coordinate, PjðtÞ ¼
jkðtÞjðtÞ=0 the normalized momentum, and jðtÞ the
Lorentz factor of the jth electron. Furthermore,0 is the
average value of jðt ¼ 0Þ, jkðtÞ ¼ vjkðtÞ=c is the nor-
malized longitudinal electron velocity, jðtÞ ¼ jðtÞ=0,
e, and m are the electron charge and mass, respectively,
ns is the superficial electron density, and  is the Dirac
distribution. The undulator vector potential is described by
the expression
A^ wðzÞ ¼ aw0ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ðeikwze^þ c:c:Þ (2)
with aw0 the wiggler parameter, kw the wiggler wave
number, and e^ ¼ 1ﬃﬃ
2
p ðe^x þ ie^yÞ. The radiation vector poten-
tial is represented by
A^ðz; tÞ ¼ Aðz; tÞe^þ c:c: (3)
Both A^ and A^w have been written in the Coulomb gauge
and normalized with respect tomc2=e. Only a few standard
hypotheses have been done in deducing system (1), i.e.,
(i) we have supposed that expression (2) is valid every-
where, not only on the z axis, (ii) we have disregarded
space charge, (iii) we have assumed that the transverse
components of the generalized electron momenta vanish,
and (iv) that the radiation potential jAðz; tÞj is smaller than
aw0 all along the radiation process. Then, we simply write
the radiation as the sum of two generic terms:
Aðz; tÞ ¼ Apðz; tÞ þ Arðz; tÞ: (4)
The set of equations,
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is completely equivalent to the last of Eqs. (1) if Zðz; tÞ is
the solution of the equation:
@
@z
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2c
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where S is the right-hand side of the radiation equation
in (1), i.e.,
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From the former definition of S and solving (6) with the
condition limz!1Zðz; tÞ ¼ 0 for each t  0, one obtains
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where the last sum is performed over all the electrons of the
beam behind the point z. Our equations therefore are
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Equations (9)–(12) are equivalent to the system (1), but
have the advantage that the equations for the radiation are
of first order, so that one can use the same numerical
integration schemes of the SVEA system. Furthermore,
they do not contain delta functions in the source terms,
permitting their numerical calculation without the neces-
sity of spatial averages. The emitted power P for unit of
surface S can be written as
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In this equation, one can clearly distinguish a progressive
and a regressive flux.
From the Maxwell-Lorentz system (1), one can also
deduce the usual SVEA equation with a procedure that
we shortly recall. Imposing that
Aðz; tÞ ¼ Mðz; tÞeiðkzcktÞ (14)
and supposing a slow variation of the amplitude Mðz; tÞ,
with consequent cancellation of the second derivatives, the
following equation can be retrieved:
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with k ¼ kw0=ð1 0Þ, 0  ½1 ð1þ a2w0Þ=201=2
and where sðtÞ ¼ ðkþ kwÞzsðtÞ  ckt are the phase an-
gles of the electrons in the ponderomotive wave. The term
on the right-hand side of Eq. (15) is proportional to the
bunching factor bðz; tÞ as is commonly defined in the
framework of the SVEA, the sum over the integer s being
extended over all the electrons for which z Lm=2<
zsðtÞ< zþ Lm=2, with the average length Lm equal to
the radiation wavelength .
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
A. NOSVEA solution in the case of high energy, long
and moderately short electron beams
Equations (9)–(12) have been integrated numerically
starting from noise and the results compared with those
obtained by using the SVEA model described by Eq. (15).
Typical results are presented in Fig. 1 and in Fig. 2 for
bunches long and moderately short with respect to the
wavelength. The case presented in Fig. 1 describes the
physics of a long bunch with Lb ¼ 800 m (I ¼ 12A),
while the second one in Fig. 2 can be classified as a
situation representative of moderately short bunches
(Lb * ) and has Lb ¼ 20 m (I ¼ 480A). In both figures
the red curves give the average power hPi ¼ 1Lpulse
R
FdzdS
vs z=LG (Lpulse being the length of the radiation wave packet
and LG the gain length), solutions of Eqs. (9)–(12), while
the blue curves are the usual SVEA results, obtained by
integration of Eq. (15), the computational steps being
very much shorter in the NOSVEA case, because the spatial
and temporal oscillations on the wavelength have to be
resolved.
For long bunches, as in Fig. 1, there is an initial differ-
ence of 1 or 2 orders of magnitude in the power emitted,
which is reported in detail in the window at the upper left
corner of the figure. The oscillations visible in the
NOSVEA signal over the first few gain lengths have the
period w ¼ 2=kw of the undulator and can be fully
explained by a short-time analysis of the NOSVEA
equations. After these few gain lengths, however, the
power growth and the saturation values shown by the two
curves in Fig. 1 become actually very similar with only
small differences that remain within few percents and
could be attributed to the different numerical schemes
used for the integration of the two systems.
On the contrary, for shorter bunches as in Fig. 2, the
details of the growth are also qualitatively different and
the saturation power is larger in the NOSVEA case by a
factor between 2 and 3. Another difference is that the
lethargy presented by the radiation emitted by short
bunches in the treatment without the SVEA is shorter and
the radiation presents a very early growth characterized by
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FIG. 1. Average power hPi vs z=LG in the case SVEA [solu-
tion of Eq. (15)] and NOSVEA [solution of Eqs. (9)–(12)] for the
beam length Lb ¼ 800 m. The beam charge is Q ¼
3:21011C, 0 ¼ 100, aw0 ¼ 1:47, w ¼ 2:8 cm, the beam ra-
dius rb ¼ 50 m, and the resonant wavelength is  ¼ 4:42 m.
The current I is flattop.
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FIG. 2. Average power hPi vs z=LG in the case SVEA [solution of
Eq. (15)] and NOSVEA [solution of Eqs. (9)–(12)] for the beam
lengthLb¼20m. The other parameters are the same as in Fig. 1.
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the same oscillations as before whose spatial periodicity is
the wiggler wavelength w. This large amount of sponta-
neous emission shown by short beams was first observed in
Refs. [22,23], studied then in detail in [18,19,24,25] and
connectedwith the presence of large gradients in the current
profile. One could advance a possible alternative explana-
tion of this enhanced spontaneous emission by the follow-
ing reasoning. The exponential growth in the usual SVEA
solution is due to the linear response of the system around
the unstable equilibriumwithM ¼ 0, b ¼ 0. Therefore, the
SVEA source term of the radiation equation represented by
the bunching factor b, which is evaluated by definition on a
length exactly equal to thewavelength, at the beginning of
the calculation is usually set equal to a very low value by
accurately loading the electrons of the beam in the bucket
(the quiet start). If instead the initial value of the bunching
factor is large, an additional strong spontaneous emission
appears due to the longitudinal acceleration of the electrons
and the growth of the radiation is no more exponential, as,
for instance, in situations of prebunched beams. In fact, in
the NOSVEAmodel the source term in Eqs. (9) and (10) is a
sum involving all the electrons behind the point z and is not
uniformly small, even if the electrons are quietly loaded.
The resulting spontaneous emission is therefore always
larger than in the SVEA case. When the beam is short, the
initial difference in the power emitted is of several orders of
magnitude, can be appreciated also in the linear graph of
Fig. 2 and dominates the growth of the radiation along the
whole process.
In Fig. 3 we have summarized the differences between
SVEA and NOSVEA calculations as a function of the ratio
between the beam length Lb and the wavelength . In
ordinate we report the difference between the SVEA
PSVEA and the NOSVEA PNOSVEA first peak powers 1 ¼
PNOSVEA  PSVEA and the difference of the corresponding
saturation lengths 2 ¼ jLNOSVEA  LSVEAj. Appreciable
differences in both quantities occur only for roughly
Lb= < 20.
B. NOSVEA solution in the case of high energy,
prebunched and short electron beams
In this paragraph and in the next one we present two
examples of long wavelength radiation in the range of
terahertz and microwaves. These situations, though less
interesting from the point of view of applications, are
useful to investigate the prebunched regime and the role
of the backward wave Arðz; tÞ. Situations in which the
electron beam is much shorter than the wavelength can
be found, for instance, in the field of the FEL terahertz
production [26]. Figures 4 and 5 refer to a case in which
 ¼ 254 m and Lb ¼ 150 m. In this case the beam is
strongly prebunched and as one can see from the logarith-
mic plot in Fig. 4 the power growth is no more a simple
exponential. In Fig. 5 snapshots of the power flux F vs the
coordinate z along the electron beam are shown at a very
early stage of the process and at four different positions
inside the undulator. The black curve is the rough data,
while the red one is the average over 100 spatial steps. A
continuous release of backward wave whose wavelength is
b ¼ w 1þ00  2w, behind the electron beam, can be
observed. The slippage length Ls;b of the backward wave
is defined as the length of the region where the regressive
wave propagates freely, i.e., Ls;b ¼ ð1þ 0Þct  2z.
Because of the relatively large value of 0, this wave slips
immediately out of the beam toward negative values of z
and does not interact deeply with the electrons, so the
regressive power flux presents always a moderately low
level. At later stages, the power on the beam becomes so
large that the backward wave flux in comparison is
negligible.
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FIG. 3. Difference between the SVEA PSVEA and the
NOSVEA PNOSVEA first peak powers 1 ¼ PNOSVEA  PSVEA
and difference of the corresponding saturation lengths 2 ¼
jLNOSVEA  LSVEAj vs Lb=. 1 (stars) is in MW, 2 (circles)
in cm.
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FIG. 4. Average power hPi vs z=Lg in the case NOSVEA
[solution of Eqs. (9)–(12)] for  ¼ 254 m, Lb ¼ 150 m,
w ¼ 8 cm,  ¼ 23:5, Q ¼ 20 pC, and aw0 ¼ 1:583.
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C. NOSVEA solution in the case of low energy,
prebunched and short electron beams
The short-time analysis of the NOSVEA equations
shows that the level of the backward wave scales as 1=0.
It follows that this wave is important when the Lorentz
factor of the beam is small. In this condition, the slippage
length of the forward wave Ls;f ¼ ð1 0Þct ¼ Nu, with
Nu number of the undulator periods and  ¼ ð10Þ0 w, is of
the same order as the slippage length of the backward
wave Ls;b ¼ bwNu ¼ 1þ010 Nu and the growths of the
two waves are comparable. Figure 6 shows a case with
0 ¼ 1:155. The red curve (a) represents the forward flux
at the position ct ¼ 3:3LG along the undulator, the blue
curve (b) is the backward flux (which is truncated at the left
of the figure), the black line (c) is the total flux, and the
black dots (d) give the position of the electron beam. In this
case the backward flux is not much smaller than the forward
flux, so that the negative total flux just behind the trailing
edge of the beam becomes visible.
IV. NOSVEA FORMULATION WITHOUT
BACKWARD WAVES
In the preceding analysis we have shown that the situ-
ations where the backward wave is strong regard princi-
pally beams with weak energy leading to production of
waves of low frequency. On the contrary, when the beam
Lorentz factor is large, the backward wave is generally not
important provided that it is not excited from the exterior
and a NOSVEA formulation for the forward wave only is
sufficient to cover the most interesting cases.
We have already shown that from the general equations
(1) it is possible to deduce the SVEA equation (15) by
admitting that the function Mðz; tÞ defined in (14) is a
slowly varying function of both space and time. This
condition of slow behavior is sufficient but not necessary
for reducing Eq. (9) to (15). In fact, starting again by (9)
and changing to the new variable,
Npðz; tÞ ¼  ik
@Apðz; tÞ
@z
eiðkzcktÞ; (16)
we find without any restriction:
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which is valid in the only limit that the length Lm used in
the average process is sufficiently small to permit the
identification of the average value hNpðz; tÞiwith the actual
value Npðz; tÞ. With a similar procedure, but starting from
Eq. (10), we can deduce a further equation similar to (17)
which uses backward phases sðtÞ ¼ ðkþ kwÞzsðtÞ þ ckt
for the quantity
Nrðz; tÞ ¼  ik
@Arðz; tÞ
@z
eiðkzþcktÞ (18)
that accounts for the contributions of the backward field.
By comparing Eqs. (17) and (15), we see that the two
functionsNpðz; tÞ andMðz; tÞ satisfy the same equation, the
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FIG. 6. Forward flux [red curve (a)], backward flux (truncated
at the left of the figure) [blue curve (b)], total flux [black line
(c)], and electron beam (d) vs the coordinate z along the beam at
the position ct ¼ 3:3LG inside the undulator for 0 ¼ 1:155,
Lb ¼ 1 mm, Q ¼ 32 pC, w ¼ 2 cm, aw0 ¼ 1:47,  ¼ 2 cm,
and b ¼ 6 cm.
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FIG. 5. Power flux F ¼ dPdS vs the coordinate z along the beam
at (a) z=LG ¼ 7:2 103, (b) z=LG ¼ 1:43 102,
(c) z=LG ¼ 3:6 102, and (d) z=LG ¼ 5:76 102, for the
following values of the parameters  ¼ 254 m, Lb ¼
150 m, w ¼ 8 cm, 0 ¼ 23:5, Q ¼ 20 pC, and aw0 ¼ 1:583.
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only difference regarding the choice of the average length
Lm. In the usual SVEA procedure Lm ¼  but, in general,
Lm should be taken equal, in both equations, to the shortest
characteristic length in the problem. Furthermore the two
quantities Npðz; tÞ and Mðz; tÞ appear in the particle equa-
tions in the same way when the regressive field Arðz; tÞ is
negligible and when kwk  ð1þ a2w0Þ=ð220Þ  1. It follows
that Npðz; tÞ andMðz; tÞ are equal at all times if they satisfy
the same initial and boundary conditions. An equation
similar to Eq. (17) has been proposed in Ref. [19]. We
will refer to Eq. (17) as to the NOSVEA/no-backward
model.
To support the preceding conclusion regarding the iden-
tity of Npðz; tÞ and Mðz; tÞ, we give in the two following
figures, 7 and 8, the solution of Eq. (17) for different
decreasing values of the average length Lm and using the
same parameters of Figs. 1 and 2, respectively, in which the
backward wave is completely negligible.
In the case of long bunches, Fig. 7 shows that the codes
SVEA, NOSVEA, and NOSVEA/no-backward all give
very similar results. In the case of short bunches, Fig. 8
shows that the code based on Eq. (17) gives results that
approach the NOSVEA results based on Eqs. (9)–(12)
when the average length is progressively decreased and
that the process tends to convergence when Lm becomes
shorter than the shortest characteristic length in the prob-
lem, as could also be seen by using the integral equation
approach of Ref. [27]. As a direct consequence, in all cases
where the regressive field is negligible and after a careful
examination of the characteristic lengths involved, the
code based on Eq. (17) can be used in place of that based
on Eq. (9) with considerable saving of computer time.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have written a set of equations valid outside the
SVEA limits which can be used to investigate the FEL
radiation when the electron bunch is short or presents
density gradients on the wavelength scale. We have devel-
oped a numerical code for integrating these equations and
the results have been compared with those given by the
usual SVEA approach. We have also demonstrated that, if
the backward wave is weak, another set of equations,
already presented in the literature, can be directly derived
from our equations. We have given numerical results where
the three models (SVEA, NOSVEA, and NOSVEA/
no-backward) give very similar results, situations outside
the SVEA limit where the NOSVEA model give results
similar to the NOSVEA/no-backward model, and finally
situations characterized by a strong regressive flux where it
is necessary to use the complete NOSVEA model to have a
full description of the radiation field. We have confirmed
that short bunches present a strong initial spontaneous
emission, shorter lethargy, and larger saturation values.
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